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affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council

Christmas Cards, a suggestion from Chairman Ian, is that instead of giving cards to each other, we save
the money and donate it to Mountain Rescue.
Give it to Ian and he will do a Facebook and Forum? post listing your greetings

MEMBERSHIP FEES were agreed at the AGM and after many
years, have increased to £22 for 2018. Payment by BACS is
encouraged, as long as you e-mail the membership secretary
and let her know.
Membership cards (available now) will be posted to those that
can’t get to The Plough.
Please Pay HINCKLEY MOUNTAINEERING CLUB
Sort Code 40-24-19 Acc 81723499 and tell Jane

AGM agreed to hold the election of a new President until next
year, in the meantime it was decided that former President
“Ed” Edwards would take the role of Acting President.

Ed’s Ramblings
Many thanks to all those that stitched me up as caretaker President for the next year - I hope I can live up to it. As our
Chairman Ian has mentioned at the AGM “next year we should consolidate on our strengths as the club continues to evolve
and take the opportunity to encourage people to join us and make the great outdoors accessible for more people”.
Couldn’t agree more. We have got some amazing members, many of whom volunteer their time and effort toward making
our club the success it is.
Next year we will be concentrating on increasing membership, and we can all play a part here. If every member introduced
just one new member, there would be well over 100 of us!. We don’t need that many of course, but another 10 would be
good.
Currently our strength lies in hillwalking and it’s safe to say that most (but not all) of our climbers have decamped to the local
walls, and that the social –media/ climbing sites have all contributed to our lack of a credible climbing section, but our goal is
that eventually a small group (I reckon 4 would do it) will form the nucleus of a keen and friendly section that wants to be
part of a club that not only travels to some great places, but also values the experiences we offer as a club.
We’ll be discussing the promotion of the club at our next committee meeting, so if you want to contribute, why not come
along, or email me directly inedwards@hotmail.com
Have a fab Christmas and hope you can join us again for another year of great activities.

December 27th “Trowies” Christmas Pud Walk
The Pig in Muck, Claybrooke Magna 10.00am Start
followed by a Carvery. Booking essential
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The Ex Presidents Meet 2017

And so the Presidents Meet turned into an ExPresidents Meet, so did it stop an entertaining and well fed and
watered weekend? It did not and in true tradition, it rained most of the weekend.
The setting for this year’s event couldn’t have been more fitting…the palatial Thornbridge Outdoors Centre on
the Monsal Trail. The archway and adjoining buildings (known as Woodlands) which is the now the entrance
and Reception to Thornbridge Outdoors was built by George Marples in 1896 as his private access to the
railway station (Great Longstone) Sadly a certain doctor’s bitter pill closed them down (this is not true,
apparently Barbara Castle, Labour Minister for Transport closed it down) but a Beeching’s bitter pill sounds
better.
The platform gives access to the Monsal Trail – which we used on Saturday, to commence our walk into
Bakewell. We did some serious shopping at The Wheatsheaf, before picking up some final provisions for
Saturday nights feast, and heading back up the trail. The weather was kind, and sunny throughout,

Brian G starts his short
speech

The afternoon was set aside for preparation and, as always with the catering, everyone mucked in and got on
with various tasks. The catering corps always come up with some good tucker and I know sometimes we take it
for granted, but a huge thank you to Annette; Ian; Jane and Sue, Carol and all the folk who contribute at the
Presidents Meet and indeed, throughout the year at our hut meets – these meals create a great social
atmosphere, and long may they continue

After entertaining speeches from Ex Presidents, Harry Pell, Ed Edwards and Brian Gillett, Tat awards were
and Brian Kirton became the first recipient of the Ex President’s President’s Shield.

Brian Kirton with the Ex
President’s President’s Shield,
decided by the committee for his
willingness to take a lead in
organizing walks on monthly
meets and knowing where to go.
top pix, bit of trouble with the
oven, Pastry Cooks Sue and Nettie
at work.
Left, mini mountaineers
Right maxi mountaineers
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presented (see next page)

The 2017 TAT awards – in no
particular order.

Ben Hardy –
showing off at
bog jumping
then losing a
trainer in the
peat bog on
Kinder.
Ted Cottrell–
ʻIʼm a professional photographerʼ
leaving his camera behind on a
mountain cairn.
Brian Kirton –
left his walking poles behind after a
coffee stop.

Netti Fendell & Sue Edwards –
both of whom should know better than to believe an
explanation by Ed. But forgetting this were then persuaded
that a bobbing, half sunken log was a pairs of seals, in a
fresh water English lake......
.
Vicky Lee –
left the car keys in the ignition and slammed the boot lid
shut, which automatically locks all the car doors....
Ewan Lee –
failed to remember to correctly hitch his sailing dingy
trailer to the car, which took off in itʼs own direction with
the dingy, nearly taking out two cyclists in the process.
Carolyn Peacock–
forgetting her personal towel and using the dogs one
from a fellow members car boot – needed fabric softner, it
was a bit ruff!

Bob ʻI know the wayʼ Tillson –
who clearly didnʼt on 3 separate occasions, getting a
telling off from a farmer during one mis-directional route.
And leading Jane into a prickly situation

Ed Edwards –
stealing a fellow
members breakfast
bacon thinking he
had brought it but in
fact hadnʼt brought
any, falling through
the gorse (a song
there somewhere I
feel), forgetting the
food for a hut meet
and the recipe for
cooking tea at
another, not
checking the lunch
pub stop for a
Sunday walk –
which had closed 18
months previously.

Brian Gillett –
possibly bringing the
club into disrepute by
taking photos in a
public house gents
toilet. (Exposure!!!)

Alison Hardy –
forgot her waterproof
for a hut meet, then
on leaving her son
with club members of
questionable sanity
telling him not to
worry, she had got
her phone, which
she then left at the
hut for the day.
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ExPresidentʼs Meet
Saturday. It was raining.
Out of the centre straight onto the Monsal Trail which was soon left
and we headed towards Great Longstone and then across fields and
open countryside to Bleaklow (there is more than one) where a
ploughed field totally obliterated the path and then a steep descent
into Rough Side and into Stoney Middleton.
Back up the hill into the Plague village of Eyam and on to Foolow for
lunch with the ducks.
Onwards across more wet fields to Wardlow Mires and its pub into
Littondale with its St Peters Stone, down into Ravensdale and then the
village of Cressbrook with it giant millbuilding and associated weir
and millponds. More or less level now for the remainder of the walk
finally reaching the old railway track for the walk back to the
Thornbridge Hall.
The train now standing at platform One, departed 40 years ago.
The start of Saturday’s walk, led by Brian...who walked straight
past the gate to the station, but soon got us on the right Track.

15 miles, Brian K doesn’t take any prisoners. Ted

Nigel and Jonathan have
lunch in the rain despite the
pub being a hundred yards
away.
While the rest of the party
share a lunch spot with ducks.
Claire descends Rough Side,
The return to the former
station at Thornbridge Hall
and meet another party
including more mini
mountaineers on their return
from Bakewell.

Sunday, a shorter...8 mile walk led by Brain K. . And it’s not raining.
Along the old railway again, leaving it at Monsal Head and across to Ashford in the Water. A steepish ascent to Kirkdale and across to the
old mine at Sheldon for a lunch stop, the sun comes out and
Eli takes a nap.
Returned to Monsal Dale via Deepdale, the tunnel and
back for the journey home.

Ashford in the Water
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DAYWALKS:

We stayed low for the first half of our Dovedale Dash last
month, trying (unsuccessfully) to avoid the wind and rain.
The landlord of The
George at
Alstonefield took
pity on us, opening
his "summerhouse"
to offer us some
respite
from
the
weather. After a couple of teas(!!) we were
rewarded by a sunny return over the tops to
Thorpe. Great views and a surprisingly nice ten
miler.

Next Daywalk is in the Cotswolds: Sun 28 January 2018. It’s
deliberately spaced between two meets to enable you to get out as
much as possible without interfering with all those orrible ouseold
chores.Ed

From Pete H
' The minimalist look is all the vogue in the Alps this winter. This spritely
chap was observed descending a mountain in Bavaria and was perfectly
happy in just a pair of surfing shorts. I must confess , it was not a fashion
statement I was 'hard' enough to emulate. This was during a weeks
walking and scrambling in the Austrian and German Alps with my son at
the beginning of November. It was not as cold as I had anticipated, the
snowline not being crossed until around 1600 to 1800 metres, but I was
perhaps lucky in going during a dry and fine period.'
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Northumberland, November
A new venue for the club, Bellingham on the edge of the Kielder Forest.
Due to its location this was a three day meet staying at the YHA in the
middle of the town. The hostel which was ours for the weekend is on a
working farm so plans for fireworks were scuppered due to the hostel
being between a hay barn and rams in the paddock. On the positive
side, shops were around the corner and the best pub opposite them. Its
also on the Pennine Way
Friday,

Brian K, Phil, Ted and Carol drove 18 miles to Bryness, the next
stop on the PW from Bellingham.
The plan was to walk the Pennine Way leg from Bryness back to the
hostel in Bellingham

Bellingham Cafe in a Railway Coach

Navigation walking south, and without a map for the first few miles (only a phone) was not easy the start is in the
Kielder Forest. Lots of forest roads in all directions. After a mile left the few forest workers houses behind and
finally found a signpost, just a the point where the forest had been felled leaving no trace of a path, only wrecked
trees, ditches and water filled bogs for over a mile. Carol went up her knees in the bogs and was rescued to a
degree by Phil’s spare socks and Ted’s emergency plastic bags.
Finally leaving this scene of desolation we found a reasonable path and met the only other walkers that day, a
party recceing The Spine Race, a running race from Edale to Kirk Yetholm Rather them than me.
From now on it it was undulating and the path was generally quite clear. Crossed two narrow roads finally after 10
miles we came across the first building since leaving Bryness. Saw Bellingham in the distance but by now it was time
for head torches. Arrived back in the town right by the Hostel.
A good 15 miles.Ted
Friday

Housesteads Roman fort is one of the best-known
features of Hadrian’s Wall. We did a 15 mile circular
walk from here, overlooking wild and undulating
hills, across boggy moorland, taking in part of the
Pennine Way and visiting a remote bothy before
climbing back to an exhilarating finale beside the
wall. It was a clear day, and a fantastic introduction

Waiting for ‘Aidrian by his wall

to this remote part of the country.
That evening, whilst the boys were preparing a slap up
meal, the ladies decided to go “shopping in the village” –
turns out the only shopping planned was to The Cheviot Inn
for G&Tea – where they promptly sent us a photo and the
text “get the dinner on”. Unbelievable!.
Saturday

Leaving the boys to do the cooking

The following day, we managed to sort out a 10 ml route from the village. Difficult, without using the Pennine Way,
but we did manage to forge a “new route” cross country, before returning along the River Tyne. Phil too had been
trespassing on his route, but hey, if they can’t be bothered with the finger posts, neither can we!
A delightful
area nonetheless, and I reckon there’s more to be had – nearer the coast though.
Also Saturday

Brian K, Ted and Carol followed up on the Sunday with their Hadrians Wall Walk starting from Haltwhistle and
making a 10 mile circular walk.
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Andalucia in October
happy in the hotel, nearer to the Supermercado, the bar
and restaurant.
We settled in to await the arrival of the rest of the party,
Colletts collect at lunchtime for the early flyers and later in
the afternoon for the afternoon party. While waiting for

The view from the Hotel
As Ed’s Mountain Walking Holidays was not happening this
year Carol and I opted for Colletts Mountain Holidays
instead. Most club members will have come across Colletts
in the Dollys, Pyrenees etc.

Buying lunch, ie, batches, baps, rolls etc at 8.00am, dark outside.
these we joined up with the Derby couple to explore the
village and check out a nearby bar.

Taking the early morning flight to Malaga from East
Midlands,and mixing with all the holiday makers (it was
half term) Carol soon spotted a couple wearing walking
boots and with rucsacs. Not knowing what we were letting
ourselves into it was pleasing to note that they were about
our ages. They were from Derby.

Finally everyone arrived and and we met our three “hosts”
for the week and were introduced to Colletts “Office Hour”
Here the plans for the week were discussed, menus
decided and the following days walks planned.
And then it was dinner outside in the plazza. An excellent
three course meal with all the wine we could drink and
finishing with coffee or for many of us beer. (one euro a
glass....tonic water was also one euro).

A few hours later at Malaga, we met up with half of the
party and were taken in Colletts mini buses the 40 miles to
our base for the week. This was the old Arab hill village of
Canillas de Albaida. Built on the side of the hills, all the
buildings are painted white and many of the streets are
traffic free being less than 6 foot wide.

This gave us time to meet up with everyone else, they
came from Perth, Guernsey, Bristol, Cambridge, the
midlands including Jo Jones (no, not that one) from
Birmingham. She was the youngest of the group..but older
than our Jo. Also of note, five single women!

Our hotel, a former 16th century convent was in a small
square,the Posada la Plaza opposite the bar and restaurant

Sunday morning we woke to a pitch black sky at 7.30am
and it was still dark up to 8.00am although the sun was
just about creeping over the hills. None the less it was
dark as we did the first job of the morning and every
morning, walk down to the shop and buy lunch in the
shape of a freshly baked bread roll (at least 12ins long)
which was filled with our own choice, ham, cheese, salami,
topped off with tomato, dressing etc.
The Supermercado was the early morning meeting place
for most of the the group as they bought lunch, After that
ritual it off to the Plazza for Continental style breakfast
with fried eggs,and as much tea, coffee, fruit juice as
could be drunk and that set us up for the day.
Time now for some walking, For the rest of the week the
walks were graded “easy” or “hard”. Needless to say Carol
insisted on doing the hard walks every day. Sunday, the
first day was different, two easy walks so that we could
“acclimatise” both to the hotter weather, the terrain and to
everyones pace. A note here about the weather, dry and
sunny everyday, but chilly up to 10.00am and after
6.30pm . T Shirts during the day, Fleeces and jackets for
the evening. They did have a storm the previous
Wednesday so waterproofs had to be carried.

which was the meeting point for the week. Our en suite
room with its own balcony was perhaps a cut above usual
HMC huts although a myriad of small twisting corridors
made room finding a challenge at times.
A flat sun roof with sauna and hot tub gave wonderful
views all the way to the Mediterranian Sea ten or so miles
away. A small sitting room with a small honesty bar
completed the surroundings.
A villa with swimming pool a couple of hundred yards
away was the base for half the party.although we were

So Sundays walk was gentle, starting from the village into
the surrounding hills with some steep ascents in scrubland
and trees before breaking out in the open air.This was a
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The summit of Cerro Lucero, in the distance the Mediterranean and in the far distance North Africa: spot the camels.

short day as in the afternoon we visited the local Bodega
to sample the local vino.And sample we did. It was still
mid afternoon when we returned to the hotel, so a quick
kip was in order before the bar opened for some
refreshing beer before “Office Hour” and and excellent
dinner.
Monday. for the next four days the routine was similar,
except the walks, always starting at 9.30 were longer and
steeper. From now on we travelled to the start of the treks
in the mini buses along rough mountain dirt roads often
The final push to the summit, its futher than its looks.

Descent from Cerro Lucero
with precipitous drops to the one side and on one
occasion waiting for a bulldozer to clear a rock slide.
Best day most of us agreed, and the longest, steepest of
all was the ascent of Cerro Lucero at 1775m, 5837ft. The
mini buses took us along the dirt track to the start of the
climb. One of them left with a promise to return,
otherwise it would be a long walk back to to Canillas for
half the group.
The start as usual was through prickly shrubs (all wearing
shorts) and trees, the path was clear and rocky as we
ascended Puerto Competa which is a pass or col. Here
the temperature suddenly rose within a few minutes from
chilly to hot. Can only put that down to the fact that we
were ascending the lee of the hill, shaded from the early
morning sun and the warm air rose from the other side
and tumbled down the other side. It can happen in the
UK too.

It being a col it was now a descent but on another dirt
track for a while before leaving the track and took a steep
ascent through the scrub before finally reaching the edge
of the greenery to meet rock.
A narrow track on the side of the hill, not unlike many
paths in UK hugged the side of the mountain before a
very steep almost a scramble to the summit. Spectacular
views greeted us...and a General Franco era ruined
“Guard House” on the top.
Built during the Spanish Civil War, it was an ideal location
for spotting “rebels” in the surrounding hills and tracks.
One of the higher peaks in this region, views were had not
only of the nearby hills, but 30 miles away of the snow
covered Sierra Nevada mountains with the highest
mountain in Spain, Mulhacen, 3482m, 11,407 ft. And
believe it or not, across the sea to the south just visible
The Atlas mountains in North Africa. I can swear I could
see a camel or two.
We returned the same way and for the only time in the
week, met three other walkers, all English, all unguided
and all nearly lost. A cheering sight as we descended to
the parked bus was the other bus coming up the track
absolutely on time.
The week finished with a cracking BBQ on the Friday
evening and an early start the following morning as we
departed to make room for the next party.
An excellent week and worth the money with everything
organised, no thinking about cooking dinner and washing
up, fixing transport and routes, all was arranged. If Carol
can afford it we might go again, somewhere different of
course but we can recommend this region as more
relaxed walking holiday.
Wednesday is Colletts “free day”, which is fair as otherwise their staff would
have to work continuous 7 day weeks. So a group of us took a trip to the
Moorish Palace of Alhambra 30 miles away in Granada, a world heritage site.
A great day out and with views of the snow covered Sierra Nevada (seen left)
and Mulhacen, mainland Spain’s highest mountain. Apparently in summer it
can be climbed in one day, something to think about. That evening was the
only night we went out to dinner. a small group of us walked downhill to the
next village to a fine restaurant, good food and wine. We took a taxi to get
back. Some of the others went off to visit nearby show caves or had a rest and
visited more local bars. This was the only day we had to pay for meal and
taxis.
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Hinckley Mountaineering Club

Email: inedwards@hotmail.com
Tel: 01455 274174
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY (Hut meets in bold)

Affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council
The New Plough Inn
Leicester Road
Hinckley
(last Friday of the month, around the corner at The Greyhound)
Every Thursday 9.00pm
hinckleymountaineering@hotmail.com
www.hinckleymc.org
Go to the web site to check the Forum

HMC PROGRAMME 2018

JAN

12

CONISTON

JAN

28

DAYWALK: COTSWOLDS (10ml from Chedworth)

FEB

16

ALL STRETTON

MAR

16

CAPEL CURIG

APR

8

Coventry Way 40 ml Challenge Walk (2xHMC Teams)

APR

13

LITTLE LANGDALE

MAY

26

SCOTLAND WEEK venue tbc

JUN

29

RHYD DDU

OUTSIDENOW! contributions to
Meets
!In addition to the monthly meets, There are a range of activities including climbing, walking

and mountain biking, all arranged on an ad-hoc basic at the Holywell Pub on Thursday evenings
or on the club Forum. And don’t forget the “Saga Louts” for midweek walking.
To book a hut, contact Ed on 01455 274174 and pay a deposit of £5.
Huts
Unless told otherwise, you will need a sleeping bag and food for the weekend and your kit. All
huts and hostels have cooking facilities although some members use the local hostelry. All huts
have showers with the exception of one, are heated and where possible, ladies have a room to
themselves.
Please note that most of the properties are mountaineering club huts and not Holiday Cottages.
Some are suitable for family groups, some are not. Check with Ed on this one.
Be Green.. try and share cars, again check with Ed to see who is going.
And don’t forget the earplugs...or an iPod
Kit.
If you need to borrow kit, the club has some harnesses, crampons, ice axes and
helmets. Members of this club are renowned for hanging on to kit, sacs, waterproofs and
even boots. Ask!

JUL-AUG ITALIAN DOLOMITES venue tbc
SEP

7

BLACK SAIL

OCT

5

TREMADOC Presidents Meet

NOV

2

BRECON BEACONS

DEC

1

BUXTON

APR ! 8!

Please book early to avoid disappointment. Ed

Coventry Way 40 ml Challenge Walk (2xHMC

Over the Garden Wall

Teams)

from the Gutter Press

Carolyn has confirmed we are IN
Two Teams Hinckley Mountaineering Club
Team A and Team B
details of relay teams, pick up points etc to be
sorted later

Harry makes his ex President’s speech at
the Ex President’s Meet. Bets were
made..and won as to how long he could
refrain from using THAT word.

Ecuadorian kip!

And finally
“TROWIES” Christmas Pud Walk is on Wed 27 December (10am) from The Pig in Muck, Claybrooke
Magna where we will be doing a walk of around 5 or 6 miles before returning to the pub for a carvery
(£7.25)… booking with Ed is absolutely essential for the carvery, but you’re welcome to come along
just for walk if you wish. Note: Please park anywhere except on the car park if you can, as his
“regulars” will just drive off if there’s no space, and whilst we have taken over the upstairs room, he
still has downstairs to cater for. Thanks.
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